Nurturing Minds
Building Character
We understand the importance of holistic and student-centred education for your children. This is why at Sunway International School (SIS) we deliver the internationally-renowned Ontario School curriculum. The Ontario School curriculum is ranked among the world’s best in school education. According to the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), the Ontario (Canada) education system has consistently ranked among the top 5 performing countries in the world.

The Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD) awarded by the Ontario Ministry of Education, Canada, is recognised internationally for admission into university and professional studies. The Ontario School curriculum is well established and focuses on students’ individual development as well as building the character of our students by acknowledging their unique personal strengths.

At SIS, we bring out the best in your children’s potential to achieve success in harnessing their individual talents, all in an interactive learning community that is dedicated to excellence.

FULLY CANADIAN CERTIFIED EDUCATORS

All Ontario credit courses at SIS are taught by Canadian-certified professionals licensed by the Ontario College of Teachers (OCT). They are both teachers and mentors to our students. Their teaching methods make learning an enjoyable and positive experience, for both teacher and students.
When you deliver an excellent curriculum, combine it with superior teaching faculty and offer it in an outstanding facility, you have Sunway International School.

John Mackle, Principal

“ When you deliver an excellent curriculum, combine it with superior teaching faculty and offer it in an outstanding facility, you have Sunway International School. ”

John Mackle, Principal
Mission & Values

Our school educators and administrators define education as a holistic approach. Through their experience at the School, students will have opportunities to discover their own uniqueness and personalise their learning experiences.

SCHOOL MISSION
• Provide quality education for the holistic development of creative, intellectually critical and socially responsible individuals.
• Committed to excellence, integrity, service to school and community and support the country’s aspiration in being a regional education centre.

SCHOOL VALUES
• Value Oneself
  Be honest, ethical and practise strong moral values.
• Respect Others
  Treat all members of the community equally and with mutual respect.
• Honour Ideas and Opinions
  Encourage creativity and innovation in one another.
• Be Responsible
  For yourself and others.
• Be Caring and Helpful
  Reach out and touch the lives of others in positive ways.
Why SIS?

Sunway International School defines quality education for your child. What makes SIS different from the rest?

LEARNING IS ENJOYABLE

Learning in SIS focuses on your child as an individual, develops their ability to think reflectively, inquisitively and above all, to be a life-long learner. Everyone has a specific skill that they can harness and build upon, and our curriculum is delivered in a conducive and cognitively stimulating environment that will inspire your child to participate actively and put in their best efforts.

NURTURING ENVIRONMENT

SIS has a comfortable and supportive environment that encourages every student to excel academically and personally. Each teaching group is small enough to provide individual attention and allows each student to be nurtured and developed to their full potential. Our engrossing and exciting learning environment allows students to make meaningful links between textbooks and the world beyond their classrooms.

PARENT ENGAGEMENT

Parents play an important role in their child’s progress in education, and good students become even better when their parents are involved.

We encourage parent involvement in their children’s curricular and extra-curricular development as it provides opportunities for parents to collaborate with the teachers to share and shape their children’s progress. At SIS, events like ‘Meet the Teachers Night’ and ‘Parents Hi-Tea’ are held throughout the semester for parents and guardians to meet with teachers and administrators to work together, to bring about the best outcomes for our students.

ACADEMICALLY STIMULATING AND ENGAGING

All of SIS’ teachers instructing our Ontario courses receive annual certification by the Ontario College of Teachers (OCT), which means in addition to subject expertise, they have additional qualifications in teaching. Their professional qualifications and classroom experience means that our teachers implement a wide variety of teaching and learning strategies, along with different types of assessment and evaluation methods to ensure all students experience exceptional learning opportunities. As parents, you can be confident that your children are in the care of highly qualified, dedicated and caring educators focused on helping every child reach their fullest potential.

TECHNOLOGY

SIS is equipped with state-of-the-art learning facilities - wireless internet (Wi-Fi) connection across our premise, access to individual personal computers and classroom teaching using interactive whiteboards. Our e-learning course management system permits teachers to share daily assignments and learning resources with students and parents.
Students are excited being in school, always learning and exploring throughout their time with us in SIS.

Low Fun Fun,
Head - Admissions & Administration
SIS is built on the proven success and track record of its Canadian (Ontario) Grade 12 programme which is better known as the Sunway Canadian International Matriculation Programme (CIMP). With more than 25 years’ experience in offering the Canadian (Ontario) curriculum, your child will receive the best learning experience that the Ontario Ministry of Education can provide and validate. The programme is student-centred, where students are taught knowledge and understanding; not just to write exams, but to take this knowledge and apply it, create with it and communicate it. It is a different way of learning and our students not only enjoy it but are extremely well prepared for post-secondary programmes at English speaking universities around the world.

The Grade 7 & 8 year-long programme concentrates on English literacy and Mathematics proficiency, while the Grade 9 to 11 programme runs on a semester model with an emphasis on project-based learning, assignments, experiential field trips, independent research and group work. Students are provided with many enriching extra-curricular activities that allow them to further build on their understanding of team work, collaboration and service to others.
We focus on making the entire learning experience, inside and outside of the class a fun and memorable one.

Heath Kondro, Deputy Principal
Assessment & Evaluation

Our SIS curriculum focuses on a cumulative system where the vital parts of a student’s assessment and evaluation are based on course work throughout the semester. This ensures that the students are always up-to-date with their scholastic responsibility, and teachers can easily identify where students need to improve.

SIS uses a comprehensive teaching framework to stimulate active learning and instil independent study, research, self-exploration and self-discovery.

Our approach towards assessment and evaluation is based on 70% continuous assessment and 30% final evaluation. The 70% course work is performance-based and includes daily class participation and presentations, lab reports, videos, quizzes, independent research as well as unit tests. Teachers closely monitor academic progress, punctuality and attendance. Parents receive progress reports at the mid-term and the end of the semester.
Academic Progression 
Pathways

Complementing our comprehensive and student-centred curriculum, SIS also helps students keep track of their academic plans and scholastic responsibilities. This includes charting pathways and options for university studies and professional qualifications.

The Ontario High School curriculum is well recognised all over the world. SIS students, upon completion of Grade 11, can complete the Grade 12 and graduate with the Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD) or choose to progress with other Pre-University programmes like the UK (Cambridge) A-Level, Australian Grade 12 and International Baccalaureate, to name a few.

GUIDANCE & COUNSELLING

Academic guidance is a key component in our school curriculum. SIS provides comprehensive academic counseling and career guidance services to support and assist students to reach their full potential. SIS students also have the opportunity to work as, or with, Peer Tutors.

“
We help students who seek additional academic assistance to achieving success, every step of the way.

Sherry Wyse, 
Career Guidance Counsellor"
Academic Progression / Higher Education Pathways

Sunway International School (SIS)

Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

Grade 10

Grade 11

Canadian Grade 12
Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD)

Monash University Foundation Year

Sunway Foundation in Arts / Science & Technology

Monash University

UNIVERSITIES WORLDWIDE
Australia / Canada / Germany
Malaysia / New Zealand / Russia
Singapore / UK / USA / Others

Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD)

Australian Matriculation

Canadian Grade 12

Cambridge GCE A-Level

Sunway University
The Grade 7 & 8 are each year-long programmes that focus on ensuring smooth transition from elementary (primary) to secondary (high) school. The Grade 7 & 8 programmes balance academic rigour with creative interests. Grade 7 & 8 students are exposed to fun and fruitful learning through Ontario’s unique student-centred curriculum. Students participate actively in class and explore issues and ideas with confidence. The Grade 7 & 8 programmes prepare students to progress confidently and effectively into high school.

GRADE 7 & 8 SUBJECTS

- **English** - Literacy Focus
- **Mathematics** - Numeracy Focus
- **Science & Technology** - Empirical Methods and Innovation
- **Social Science** - History & Geography
- **Health & Physical Education** - Personal Wellness
- **Languages** - Bahasa Malaysia, French & Mandarin
- **The Arts** - Visual Art, Music, Drama or Dance
The core skills and knowledge in Mathematics, Science and English are taught in middle-school years to build the foundation for high school.

Megan Kenney, Middle School Facilitator
Grades 9, 10 & 11 Programme

The Grade 9 to 10 programmes focus on building a strong academic foundation in a diverse area of studies. The programme runs on a semester system with emphasis on project-based learning, assignments, field trips, independent research and group work.

The following subjects are normally offered but subject combinations in a given semester are determined by the School.

**GRADE 9 SUBJECTS**

- AV11O Visual Arts
- BTT1O Information and Communication Technology in Business
- CGC1D Geography of Canada
- ENG1P English
- ENG1D English
- FSF10 French
- MPM1D Principles of Mathematics
- PPL1O Healthy Active Living
- SNC1D Science
- LKEAD Simplified Chinese, Mandarin

**GRADE 10 SUBJECTS**

- ADA2O Dramatic Arts
- BBI2O Introduction to Business
- CHC2D Canadian History Since World War I
- CHV2O Civics
- ENG2D English
- ENG2P English
- FSF20 French
- GLC2O Career Studies
- MPM2D Principles of Mathematics
- PPL2O Healthy Active Living
- SNC2D Science

In Grade 11, SIS prepares students for pre-university education. Preparation involves selecting more specialised subjects where advanced concepts are covered in detail. Students are guided on their subject selection to support their higher or further education pathways. Students develop analytical, communication, organisational and research skills in the learning process. The following subjects are normally available but subject combinations offered in a given semester are determined by the School.

**GRADE 11 SUBJECTS**

- BAF3M Financial Accounting Fundamentals
- BMI3C Marketing: Goods, Service, Events
- CIE3M The Individual & the Economy
- CHW3M World History to the Fifteenth Century
- ENG3C English
- ENG3U English
- HSP3U Introduction to Anthropology, Psychology and Sociology
- MCF3M Functions and Applications
- MCR3U Functions
- MHR4U Advanced Functions
- SBI3U Biology
- SCH3U Chemistry
- SPH3U Physics
- TGJ3M Communications Technology
Students can expand their knowledge and skills with advanced subjects in Grades 9, 10 & 11 and focus on developing communication and interpersonal skills.

Michael Owen,
High School Facilitator
At SIS, the medium of instruction is English. SIS provides support with the language for non-native English speakers through English Support programmes. Students are required to write an English proficiency assessment on applying into the School. From the assessment outcomes, students are placed in appropriate English courses to improve their proficiency levels.

SIS students have the opportunity to also study other languages such as French, Bahasa Melayu and Mandarin. With the increasing interconnectedness in today’s world as a result of globalisation, mastering a foreign language can open up global opportunities to students, develop their understanding and appreciation of diverse cultures and increase their readiness to do well in an increasingly complex and competitive environment.
Watching our students grow up with SIS and seeing them develop has truly been the most rewarding experience for me.

Marcus Brims,
Academic Coordinator
Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD)

Upon completion of Grade 11, students can continue with the Ontario Grade 12, offered at Sunway College. Successful completion of the Grade 12 programme leads to the award of the Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD). This certification allows students to pursue higher learning and is widely recognised by universities around the world.

OSSD REQUIREMENTS

In order to receive the Ontario Secondary School Diploma (OSSD), students are required to successfully complete 30 credits (18 compulsory and 12 optional), a literacy test, usually written in Grade 10 (OSSLT) and community involvement (minimum of 40 hours).

- **Ontario Secondary School Literacy Test (OSSLT)**
  Students will usually take the Ontario Secondary School Literacy Test in Grade 10 and must pass the test in order to earn the Ontario Secondary School Diploma. The successful completion of the OSSLT will be recorded on the student’s transcript. The literacy test evaluates a student’s reading and writing skills based on curriculum expectations in language and communications up to and including Grade 9.

- **Community Involvement Activities**
  Students will be required to complete a minimum of 40 hours of community involvement prior to graduation. This initiative is intended to encourage all students to become involved in their communities on a regular basis and to provide them with the opportunities to develop skills and values related to both future careers and civic responsibilities.
Extra-Curriculum

High on the School’s priority list is the provision of extra-curricular activities. At SIS, we recognise the important role that extra-curricular activities play in enhancing academic performance and in developing well-rounded individuals. Students are encouraged to pursue their interests and passions through a wide variety of exciting and engaging activities that can include sports and games, arts and dance, field trips and cultural celebration.

Students also have plenty of fun with our popular events like Open Mic and Poetry Slam. These events allow students to showcase their leadership abilities and performing talents. Students learn to work together effectively and build the confidence to be in front of a crowd. Students are actively involved in building a vibrant school community through activities such as Student Government, charity events, Model United Nations, Career Week and Literacy Week.

FIELD TRIPS

Field trips take students out of the class and into new invigorating environments to teach them about local history, nature and contemporary culture. Past school trips include Kuala Gandah Elephant Sanctuary, Angkor Wat Archaeological Park in Siem Reap and the Kinabatangan Rainforests, and new cultural experiences at the KL Performing Arts Centre and the Orang Asli village on Carey Island.

CULTURAL CELEBRATIONS

SIS is a diverse community with students from all over the world providing an opportunity for students to learn about the different customs and world culture. This cultivates in students a global minded attitude and a strong understanding, respect and tolerance of different cultural practices.
1. FIELD TRIP TO CAMBODIA
2. FIELD TRIP TO LEGOLAND MALAYSIA
3. SPORTS DAY
4. THEMED DAY
5. SPORTS & RECREATIONAL
Learning at SIS is enhanced and facilitated through use of appropriate hardware and software. SIS is facilitated and equipped to meet our students’ needs for study, recreation, safety, rest and leisure.

**CONDUCTIVE & TECHNOLOGY ENABLED SCHOOL CAMPUS**

SIS is equipped with state-of-the-art education technology applications and practices, from wireless internet (Wi-Fi) connectivity across the entire school campus, individual personal computers and interactive whiteboards to comprehensive e-learning management system that enable teachers to share daily assignments and learning resources with students and parents alike.

1. **CLASSROOMS**
   All classrooms are equipped with interactive whiteboards, projectors and the latest learning technologies.

2. **SCIENCE LABORATORIES**
   SIS has wet laboratories for General Science and dry laboratories for Physical Science. Laboratories are fitted with equipment and apparatus to ensure that scientific experiments and studies are conducted effectively. For our students’ safety, the laboratories are equipped with alert switches for emergency shutdown and safety shower in case of accident.

3. **SIS LIBRARY**
   Our library is a rich resource centre with over 3,800 volumes. In addition to that, it also holds a collection of audio-visual resources covering a wide range of subjects. Our SIS Library is comprehensive with inter-library ties to the library at Sunway University.

4. **CAFETERIA**
   Built and designed to accommodate 150 students per seating, the school cafeteria is a comfortable, open-plan area that serves as a dining hall as well as a student’s lounge. Students can choose from a variety of halal food served at the SIS cafeteria.

5. **SIS HALL**
   The School’s multi-purpose hall can accommodate an audience of 600 people and is equipped with stage fittings, lightings, and PA systems. Bleachers installed allow the SIS Hall to be transformed from a theatre for stage performance to a sports gym for competitive games. The SIS Hall is the students’ favourite place for drama, dance and gymnasium purposes.
6. SCHOOL SAFETY & SECURITY
The School’s 24-hour security team comprises well-trained professionals with years of experience and is connected to the Sunway Auxiliary Police Service. SIS practices strict security procedures where only SIS staff, students and registered guests are allowed to enter the School. Students are prohibited from wandering out of the School campus unsupervised during school hours.

7. DISCUSSION AREAS
Communal discussion spaces are open-air and inviting, with bright coloured accents and inspirational phrases adorning the corridors for a lively and engaging environment. Plentiful and comfortable work stations are spread out to stimulate learning and discussion.

8. ADMISSIONS CENTRE
Furnished with meeting tables, comfy sofas, school and programme information as well as students’ trophies and achievements, these exclusive rooms are assigned for programme counselling and admission procedures. The Admissions Centre’s comfortable and cosy ambience enables open sharing and candid dialogues.

9. PRAYER ROOM
SIS provides separate prayer rooms and washing facilities for men and women for the use of Muslim students and staff.

10. SICK BAY
A school nurse is on duty to attend to students’ healthcare needs and SIS is located 0.75km from Sunway Medical Centre.
We are committed to building an environment that is conducive and equipped for our student’s best learning interest and to facilitate their overall development.

Mien Cheng,
Executive Director
SIS is a day school with boarding facilities. Our boarding facilities are available to local and international students. A committed full-time residence team led by the House Master manages the SIS House. Amenities include Wi-Fi, TV, lounge, dining space and much more.

As our students’ home away from home, SIS House organises additional extra-curricular activities and special events for our boarding students. These include field trips, hiking and camping programmes over weekends and holidays, in addition to the social events designed for team building and fellowship like movie-nights, birthday parties and BBQs.
SIS House is the meeting point for study, cross cultural integration, comfort and convenience.

Foo Lai Tuan,
House Master
As a member of the Jeffrey Cheah Foundation, and in keeping with the spirit of giving back to society through education, SIS believes in rewarding our student’s academic accomplishment and extra-curricular excellence.

The SIS Academic, Music, and Sports Scholarships are offered as an incentive to encourage our students to continue pursuing their passions; be it in sports, music, or striving for greater heights in academic achievements.

1. AMANDA DARSHINI, GRADE 11 (2013)
   Recipient of SIS Music Scholarship

2. ESTELLE SIOW ZHI QIAN, GRADE 10 (2015)
   Recipient of SIS Music Scholarship

3. SOON WERN-SHYNN, GRADE 10 (2015)
   Recipient of SIS Music Scholarship

4. RACHEL TAN TIAN EN, GRADE 7 (2015)
   Recipient of SIS Academic Scholarship
5. SEAN GOH MIN CHANG, GRADE 7 (2014)
Recipient of SIS Sports Scholarship

6. RACHEL LIM JUNE LEEN, GRADE 10 (2015)
Recipient of SIS Sports Scholarship

7. LOOI KAI XUAN, GRADE 7 (2015)
Recipient of SIS Academic Scholarship

8. CAITANYA DASA, GRADE 11 (2014)
Recipient of SIS Sports Scholarship
Testimonials & Success Stories
Our Parents

Mr & Mrs Bhwindar Singh
Parents of Angelina Dial Bates Khosa, currently studying in Grade 8, and Mareah Marie Bates Khosa, currently studying in Grade 10

“Sunway International School, SIS, has exceeded our academic expectations. The innovative approach to education motivates and builds self-confidence in the students. This in turn seems to fuel a genuine interest in learning. As a family, we are very satisfied with the overall educational environment at SIS.”

Mr & Mrs Soon Le Meng
Parents of Soon Wern-Shynn, currently studying in Grade 10
SIS Music Scholarship Recipient

“Our emphasis of a good school is that it must have the capacity to deliver high-quality education and at the same time engaging the students; thus bringing out the best in them. The crucial factor which helped in our decision was that the school has a team of Canadian-qualified teachers in their respective areas of specialization as well as in the area of education. We are pleased to say that we have made the right decision of placing Wern-Shynn in Sunway International School. The teachers built on her strength while at the same time helped her on the areas which needed improvements. The curriculum also exposed her to a vast and varied scope of studies making learning enjoyable. Most importantly, SIS is equipping Wern-Shynn with the knowledge and learning skills - learning the right way to learn, which will certainly be very instrumental to her in her higher level education.”

Mr & Mrs Edgar Vergara
Parents of Jesus Gabriel Vergara Cruz, currently studying in Grade 10, and Oriana Adoracion De Jesus Vergara Cruz, currently studying in Grade 8

“As parents of expatriate student with different language skills other than English, we were concerned in the beginning but after we met the administration and admission staff of SIS, we felt more assured. They were very helpful and provided us with great support all the time, made sure the process was as smooth as possible, until my children succeeded in attending regular classes at SIS. We would definitely recommend SIS to those parents who experience their kids struggling to get a place in school due to English barriers to approach SIS, and I’m sure you will get the right support. SIS, well done for all the good work and support to my family members whenever it’s required and for the excellent and high-level of education offered to students.”
Mr & Mrs Tanimoto
Parents of Mana Tanimoto,
SIS Graduate 2014 Grade 11

“Our daughter was shy when she enrolled in SIS, but now she is really enjoying her school life with many nationalities, friends, dedicated teachers, and friendly administration staff. Based on solid English programme, recently she is trying to pass the OSSLT and OSSD of Ontario that is a gateway to go to universities around the world.”

Mr & Mrs Victor Siow
Parents of Estelle Siow Zhi Qian,
currently studying in Grade 10, and
Christelle Siow Zhi Shen,
currently studying in Grade 8

“SIS first caught our attention when my wife and I were introduced to SIS by their former principal, Mr. John Futa, whom is a personal friend of ours. We discovered that SIS is based on Ontario Secondary School guidelines and it is a must that all lecturers must be certified by the Ontario College of Teachers. Besides strict lecturing, they also offer a range of extra-curricular activities that includes field trips and community services. Lecturers are supportive as they will give-up their personal time to tutor. In addition, their system on parent-teacher meetings is extremely useful where each parent gets an opportunity to meet their respective lecturers on a one-to-one basis and ask as many questions as possible pertaining to their child’s performance. Furthermore, we as parents can monitor their progress and homework via SIS e-Learn portal called the Blackboard. The spectrum that SIS offers to our child is limitless as we know that our child can choose to do her A-levels or CIMP program and the list goes on the minute she graduates from Grade 11. Since Estelle joined SIS in year 2011, SIS was it and there is no looking-back since then.”

Mr & Mrs Tony Yee
Parents of Yee Rae Cyl, SIS graduate 2014,
Yee Rae Kym, SIS graduate 2015,
Yee Rae Ann, currently studying in Grade 10, and
Yee Rae Lyz, currently studying in Grade 8

“SIS is a school of expression; a school that brought life to education in Malaysia. I’ve got five daughters and four of them are currently studying in SIS and that speaks for itself. The faith we place on the future education of our children lies in the hands of this school. Our children strive to be better at every quiz, test or exam. The sport teams that my daughters play on teaches them to balance a healthy lifestyle with school work, sports and other things like social life. SIS teaches students to stand as individuals, and in addition also gives students a taste of real life. For example, my daughters, Rae Kym and Rae Ann had the opportunity to go on a trip to Singapore for a Model United Nation conference. This gives them a choice of the many things life has to offer, and teaches them to make independent choices in facing the future ahead. Giving our children the best education is a priority and SIS allows them to visualize a brighter future for themselves with proper education.”
Our Alumni

Aulia Ahmad
SIS graduate 2012, currently studying Medicine at Weill Cornell Medical College Qatar

“Sunway above all was a marvellous experience. As a Sunway International School student, I was exposed to extra-curriculars and this made me realise the importance of having a balance life, to explore new activities and discover new talents. My learning journey continued with A-Level where my lecturers’ strong and continuous belief that I would become a straight-A student gave me the strength that I truly needed to succeed. The support I received from my lecturers and friends in Sunway brought me to where I am today and the learning experiences I gained during my time there will forever remain with me.”

Foo Jia Kai
SIS graduate 2009, currently studying Juris Doctor at Australian National University, Australia

“It was in SIS where I was able to fully explore my own capabilities, and I came out the top student of my cohort year. After SIS, I went on to the Canadian International Matriculation Programme (CIMP) and was able to obtain a scholarship. SIS provided me the prerequisites and knowledge to do well in CIMP. I had fantastic teachers in SIS who were more than willing to give guidance and moral support. They also organised extra-curricular activities such as football and band to help students relax after a long day of classes. I had never felt so eager to go to school and it was like my second home.”

Masayoshi Kuwabara
SIS graduate 2013, currently studying Engineering at University of British Columbia, Canada

“During the three years I studied in SIS, SIS nurtured my enthusiasm for learning. The emphasis on understanding and applying concepts rather than simply memorizing and subsequently regurgitating facts for exams sated my curiosity and provided me with a strong foundation for which memorization is a poor substitute. This is beneficial to anyone keen on pursuing tertiary education. SIS teachers are passionate about teaching and are extremely generous with their years of knowledge and experience. They often took the time to answer any and all questions I had. The friendly teachers along with the diverse student body made for an experience that I can only describe as unique.”
Muhammad Saleh bin Raghib  
SIS graduate 2012,  
*Tan Sri Dr. Jeffrey Cheah Entrance Scholarship Recipient*

“I was very fortunate to reach the peak of my high school years at SIS. It was made possible by the committed teachers who answered every query I had and who always stimulated my interests in each and every class. The broad range of classes also helped me branch out to different fields and to discover my strengths and weaknesses in determining what career path to follow in the future.”

Sherren Soesanto  
SIS graduate 2012,  
*currently studying Business Management at Sunway University*  
*Tan Sri Dr. Jeffrey Cheah Entrance Scholarship Recipient*

“SIS has provided me with a strong foundation for my further studies in CIMP. The two years of learning experience in SIS has been a pleasurable one. All the teaching staff are Canadian-certified professionals and are the best in their related fields. They are extremely friendly and approachable. They are always more than willing to help and encourage their students as well as provide them with the guidance needed to strive for excellence. In SIS, learning is fun. I got to interact with people from different cultures and put my knowledge into use instead of just memorising learning materials. Upon graduation, I have brought with me not only the invaluable knowledge and skills that I have acquired throughout the years but also the countless beautiful memories that will always bring a smile to my face.”

Radhanath Thialan  
SIS graduate 2012,  
*currently pursuing triple Associates Degree in Business Management, Dance Technology & Dance Fine Arts at Scottsdale Community College, USA*  
*SIS Sports Scholarship Recipient*

“SIS helped nurture my talent through many opportunities such as Open Mics and Performance Night. Furthermore, the SIS Sports scholarship also motivated me to excel at what I love; to compete in our sport to maintain our rankings as well as maintaining our grades. Academically, the 70% course work and 30% exam assessment structure moulded me to be more consistent as a person. I will revise daily and not study at the last minute closer to exams in order to do well in my grades. Presentations, ISU and assignments truly are a preparation for students to further their studies in colleges and universities, as the standard is high. I will definitely recommend SIS to other students as it brought me various benefits academically and fond memories of high school.”
Sunway Resort City, Integration At Its Finest

SUNWAY PYRAMID SHOPPING MALL
Less than 5 minutes’ walk between campus via the shaded Canopy Walk, Sunway Pyramid is a retail haven with plenty of exhibition space and activity areas.

SUNWAY LAGOON
An award-winning multithemed park, Sunway Lagoon is fun for all and regularly plays host to international performances making it a vibrant event hub.

SUNWAY RESORT HOTEL & SPA, SUNWAY PYRAMID TOWER HOTEL
Connected to Sunway Pyramid, these trendy hotels are convenient places for visiting families and friends to stay.

SUNWAY MEDICAL CENTRE
An accredited private hospital dedicated to specialised healthcare services with some of the best healthcare professionals in the country.

SUNWAY UNIVERSITY
A noted private education provider in Malaysia that has received accolades in education locally and abroad with a world-class tertiary education environment.

SUNWAY INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
A reputable, top international school that follows the renowned Ontario Secondary School curriculum.

SUNWAY MONASH RESIDENCE
A hub for students to experience an independent lifestyle with premium facilities and service, all within a 3 minute walk away from Monash University Malaysia.

SUN-U RESIDENCE
The safe accommodation of choice to maintain an active and healthy lifestyle, that is a 3-minute walk away from Sunway University/ Sunway College and 7 minutes from Monash University Malaysia.

SUN-U APARTMENT
A short 3 minute walk away from the Sunway University/Sunway College campus and 10 minutes from Monash University Malaysia, boasting 24-hour security surveillance and patrol.